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los angeles memorial coliseum
University of Southern California
Graduate Design Studio III
Dan Meis & Greg Otto
Fall 2011

Exposition Park is currently under utilized and suffers from a lack of
a clear organization and identity. The Coliseum has a strong history,
hosting both the 1932 and 1984 Olympics (the only venue in the
world to host two Olympic Games) but is becoming obsolete. The
design of the seating bowl is inadequate by today’s standards, and
the Coliseum lacks the facilities and private boxes befitting a top 25
NCAA football program.
My plan for Exposition Park is to create a new athletics campus for USC. Proposed is a new Dedeaux Field to host the USC
baseball program, a new soccer stadium to host Chivas USA and the USC women’s soccer team, and a reorganization
of the museums currently on the site with a new facility to house the space shuttle Endeavor. Extending the Trousdale
pedestrian street South through Exposition Park and consolidating the open space on site will help to link the park
to the USC campus and create an active public park. This new “Sports Campus” is anchored by a new 75,000 seat
football stadium inside the “ruins” of the old coliseum walls, converting the outdated seating bowl to a classic horseshoe
configuration. The premier feature of the new stadium is the 1.2 acre landscaped berm in the West endzone, providing
seating for up to an additional 10,000 fans and an experience unique to the University of Southern California.
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University of Southern California
Graduate Design Studio II
John Mutlow
Spring 2011

The Metro Red Line travels between Downtown Los Angeles and North
Hollywood, carrying over 140,000 people per day which accounts for nearly half
of all the rail traffic in the LA area. This project is a dense, mixed use development
situated at Vermont and Santa Monica, right above the Red Line station. At
over 200,000 square feet of program this project is larger than anything in the
neighborhood, responding to the need for increased density along these transit
corridors as the LA Metro system expands and ridership increases. The project
is anchored by ground floor retail and restaurants, with a fitness center and
community library serving the public. The upper floors are split into three housing
communities with a total of 110 apartments. The main housing bar along Vermont
Avenue cantilevers 60 feet over the Metro entrance, opening the plaza to the
corner and marking the site with a bold architectural gesture.
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hoover street elementary school
University of Southern California
Graduate Design Studio I
Jeffrey Kim
Fall 2010

The design represents an effort to extend open space through a bold
urban gesture. The ground itself becomes a building material as a
massive slab of the earth’s surface is peeled up to create space and
shelter the elementary school underneath. Urbanistically the building
makes a strong statement on the corner while still responding to its
surroundings and helping to define the street. The classrooms are
sunken below grade, protecting the children from the noise and activity
on the street, while the roofscape becomes an elevated urban prairie
accessible to the students, providing a landscape where they can
play, socialize, and learn.
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whitewater kayak training facility
Texas Tech University
Design Studio IV
Zach Pauls
Fall 2008

The WKTF is a massive aquatic facility set in Urbanovsky Park, on the
campus of Texas Tech University. Employing a state of the art adjustable
obstacle system capable of replicating any whitewater scenario, the 2.6
million-gallon lagoon is designed to speed the training process by keeping
the athletes in their kayaks, eliminating the time wasted on trips upstream.
The obstacles are created from a system of large air bladders capable of
significantly altering the configuration of the rapids according to their air
pressure, providing a new and continually changing experience that athletes
of all skill levels are looking for. This creates a dynamic environment in which
the kayaker is forced to react to changing conditions, providing an authentic,
challenging kayak training experience in a safe, controlled environment.
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performance pneumatics
University of Southern California
Top Fuel Workshop
Achim Menges & Thomas Auer
Spring 2012

A parametric pneumatic canopy constructed from 320 air-inflated
tubes ranging in length from 5’ to 9’ covering the 64’ long bridge
connecting Watt Hall and Harris Hall. The design was calibrated to
provide sun shading and direct air flow across the bridge using the
Venturi Effect. Pneumatic structures are inherently unforgiving and
the project required an enormous effort to refine the connections
and inflation systems. Each of the 320 tubes were supplied with air
via a manifold that ran the entire length of the bridge on each side
of the canopy, and the system was continually pressurized with two
shop vacuums. The entire system was simplified down to two unique
details (Tube-Manifold & Tube-Cable) which allowed our 9 student
team to construct and install the canopy in 72 hours.
In collaboration with: Aaron Benjamin, Olivia Burke, Kiana Dolat, Winston Kahn, Eric Linnaus,
Nathan Meyers, Sukreet Singh, Xander Tertychny

poetics 2009
Texas Tech University
Digital Media
Bennett Neiman
Fall 2009

An oceanic observatory hanging precariously off a cliff wall, this
aquatic architectural speculation overlooks the infinite. It is a
bridge, a digital link between the constant and the uncertain. It is
simultaneously polished and crude: a glossy, technical armature
whimsically stitched into a harsh environment. It is surreal, fantastical,
an architectural leviathan reaching out towards the far edges of its
world. It is a product of the imagination, a playful gesture, and a bold
‘what if…’
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archi-guide 2009
Texas Tech University
Editor, Study Abroad Guide Book
Collaborative project with G. Hemmelgarn and Z.Pauls

crop 01
Texas Tech University
Editor, Student Publication
Collaborative project with S. Peters, J. Berta, J. Patel and Z.Pauls

Education
University of Southern California Los Angeles, CA
Master of Architecture in American Architecture and Urbanism - May 2012
Graduate Certificate in Building Science - May 2012
GPA: 3.877

August 2010 - Present

Texas Tech University Lubbock, TX
Bachelor of Science in Architecture, Summa Cum Laude - December 2009
Major: Architecture
Major GPA: 4.0
Overall GPA: 3.923

August 2006 - May 2010

Study Abroad Brussels, Paris, Amsterdam
Texas Tech University College of Architecture Summer Program

July 2009

Career Related Experience
September 2013 - Present
HMC Achiteects Los Angeles, CA | Education (K-12) & Student Housing
Designer II
• Developed construction documents for a new High School campus in Camarillo, CA and the renovation of a 140,000sf student
dormatory at San Diego State University. Developed and maintained Revit models with collaboration betwen architectural,
structural and MEP teams; coordination of details and door hardware schedules.

James MP Donovan
jmpdonovan@gmail.com
www.jmpdonovan.blogspot.com
(505) 220-7817

June 2012-September 2013
RNL Los Angeles, CA | Transportation, Hospitality, Interiors, Civic & Historic Renovation
Junior Architect
• Tasks included development of drawing sets in all phases of design, 3D modeling, conceptual design, coordination with
engineering team, code analysis, product research, reviewing project submittals, attending design presentations with clients.
University of Southern California Los Angeles, CA
Software TA, Graduate Design Studio 1
• Hired as software expert in Rhino 3D and Adobe Creative Suite to provide individual mentoring for fellow graduate students.
John Mutlow Architects Los Angeles, CA | Mixed-use Multi-Family Residential
Summer Intern		
• Close interaction with Principal John V. Mutlow working on 40 unit residential project in West Hollywood, CA.
Texas Tech University Lubbock, TX
Head Editor / Selection Committee, Texas Tech College of Architecture Student Publication “CROP 01”
Teaching Assistant, Architectural Design Studio I

Fall 2011

Summer 2011

Spring 2010
Spring 2009, 2010
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